
Biography 
Ducky Medlock is a singer/songwriter from 
Nashville, TN, who recently released his 
highly anticipated six-song EP entitled 
“Lamppost.”


Ducky, who is also affiliated with Bucky 
Covington (American Idol), Jeff Hardy (TNA/
WWE Wrestling) and MedRock, has 
generated quite a buzz with his unique 
sound. From his work with the USO and 
Stars and Stripes, he’s performed for military 
troops in Germany, Mexico, Kosovo, South 
Korea, The Netherlands and Macedonia.


Ducky’s career has been quite a ride and it 
shows in his energetic stage presence. He’s 
performed on Jimmy Kimmel Live!, Fox and 
Friends, The Grand Ole Opry, The Country 
Gold Festival (Japan) and many more.


His independent album “Lamppost” has 
reached number one on local ReverbNation 
charts, earned recognition on several social 
media sites and continues to gain popularity 
as it spreads through independent radio 
stations.


Ducky’s most recent project has been 
creating a theme song for TNA wrestler 
James Storm and he has plans to release a 
new album in the near future. 


The Ducky Medlock Band is a show you 
don’t want to miss!


Testimonials 
“Shooter Jennings joins Bucky on “Drinking 
Side of Country,” one of the collection’s best 
songs. The tune, which Bucky co-wrote with 
his brother Rocky Covington and Ducky 
Medlock, feeds off an amped up Waylon-
esque theme that transforms into an urgent, 
powerful chorus. Bucky and Shooter build 
off each other, singing out, We roll on down 
on the highway, as their outlaw characters 
make a getaway.” -GAC, kipmoore.org  

“I listened over and over to the EP, 
“Lamppost.” The EP has been out since 
April – he is working on a new one now. 
When you hear this one, you will be anxious 
for the next one!” - Country Chatter 
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For booking inquiries, contact:
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